
KMS ENTERPRISE AG, SWITZERLAND

brand name of car’s conversion projects «ARMORTECH»

» STRETCHED CARS

» ARMOURED CARS

» STRETCHED AND ARMOURED CARS

» TUNING OF CARS

» VIP LIMOUSINE SERVICE

«a little bit more than the best limousine» 



Company presentation

» KMS ENTERPRISE AG is a member of ARMORTECH European Group basing in 

Switzerland and Czech republic. Since year 2000 "ARMORTECH" trade mark  is considered 

as a European leader in projects of exclusive stretched and/or armoured cars built in Germany, 

Belgia, France and Czech Republic accordingly to highest level of quality.

» Our scope of activity

» Design and manufacturing  of armoured cars based on Mercedes-Benz, BMW, Audi, Volvo, 

Toyota Land Cruiser, Lexus LX450

» Design and manufacturing of stretched cars based on Rolls-Royce Phantom, Mercedes-Benz 

BMW, Audi, Volvo, Toyota Land Cruiser, Lexus LX450, Range Rover Vogue

» tuning of cars including development and building the partitions in the stretched cars

» VIP limousine service based on Mercedes-Benz fleet



STRETCHED CARS
» As a highlight in stretching of limousine without armouring  you can rely on KMS Enterprise 

AG project Rolls-Royce Phantom extended on the each door at 16 cm and 10 cm roof raised. 

We create the real comfort for VIP passengers on the rear seats to increase legroom and  

enlarging interior space by roof rising.

» Car’s stretching is carried out on German plant, specialising in car prototypes and relevant 

technologies. Accumulated unique experience in body manufacturing and suspension elements 

for the prestigious car brands enabled the company KMS Enterprise AG to produce unique cars

» Our bestsellers are extended limousines based on Mercedes S500L and S600L. Stretching up to

50 cm both in the middle, and by means of front  doors, rear doors and С pillar  A stretched car 

acquires new exclusive aesthetics 

We present here the pictures of stretched S-class on front  doors (15cm) and rear doors (25cm)

KMS Enterprise AG offers  the similar extension design for BMW, Audi, Range Rover, Toyota 

Land Cruiser 200, Lexus LX450

» KMS Enterprise AG individually approach client’s wishes on exclusive cars manufacturing, 

maintaining confidentiality and high level of all the details in project implementation.



ARMOURED CARS

»

We started our business in fear 2000 by selling of armoured cars. 

Working with leading armouring companies like O'Gara-Hess&Eisenhardt 

(USA), Janker Armouring (England), Labbe (France), Carat Duchatelet 

(Belgia), Stoof International (Germany), SVOS (Czech Republic), - we acquired 

the uniq experience in armouring by the highest level of protection. 

We started our own projects in 2003 and now we have the wide range of car 

makes that we offer as an armoured version: Mercedes-Benz, BMW, Audi, 

Range Rover, Toyota Land Cruiser 200, Lexus LX450and some other car's 

models according to client's requirements.



STRETCHED AND ARMOURED CARS

» KMS Enterprise AG in its valued history counting from 

2000 is only company in the world, which fulfilled projects 

by stretching at 40-50cm of factory armoured 

- Mercedes-Benz S600 Guard, 

- BMW High Security 

- Audi A8 Security limousines.

These projects made KMS Enterprise AG and its trade mark 

"ARMORTECH" as a leading in car conversion



TUNING OF CARS

» KMS ENTERPRISE AG it the experienced company in tuning of

cars including the different kind of partitions in the extended

limousines and SUV Having built the partitions for extended

Mercedes-Benz, BMW, Audi both armoured and non-armoured

we found out our exclusive design in building of limousines

interior. We also designed and built partitions in Range-Rover

Vogue, Toyota Land Cruiser 200, Lexus LX450



VIP LIMOUSINE SERVICE

» From the very beginning of KMS Enterprise AG we offered protected and stretched 

limousines with and without driver to diplomats, hotels, embassy personal, VIP 

persons

» Current development of KMS Enterprise AG VIP Limousine Service rely on 
expanding of rented cars including both exclusive cars and fleet of Mercedes-Benz 

cars consisting of Mercedes-Benz limousines and SUV: C250, CLS, E-class, S-class, 

GLC, GLE.

» We are going to increase number of the rented cars up to 100 cars in the nearest future 
to cover our expanding VIP limousine service in Germany, Czech Republic, Slovakia, 
Austria 

»
ARMORTECH EUROPEAN GROUP
Offices 
Switzerland: KMS Enterprise AG,
Winkelriedstrasse 35, Lucerne, CH-6003
CHE-176.482.703 MWST
+41414188152
kmsexperts@gmail.com
Czech Republic: ESP Expertise s.r.o., Národní 60/28, Praha - Nové Město, 
Prague
+420776617619
armortech@seznam.cz
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